
"Your Library: A Treasure Chest," 1 Filmstrip, 1948
"Use Your Library for Better Grades and Fun, Too!" 1 Filmstrip, 1959.
"Remodeling the Elementary School Library," (color filmstrip, 35 mm, 63 frames), produced by the Board of Education of Baltimore County, Towson, Maryland, 1961. To be used with a manual by the Committee on Planning School Library Quarters, Buildings and Equipment Section, Library Administration Division, American Library Association.
"We Serve Our School: a Sequence of Color Slides." 62 35 mm color slides, 1 Tape, 1 Script, November 1961.


"Media Programs for Individual Schools" (5" audiotape and guide, script), co-produced by the National Education Association and the ALA, 1969.
"Learning by All Means," (80 slides and tape), 1980.
"Writing to Read," (videotape, Sony Videocassette KCA-30), Public Service Announcements :30, :60 version.

At LBN: Films
"At the Center," (ALA, School Library Manpower Project, 1970. 16mm, sound, color, 30 min.)
"Learning with Today's Media," (AASL, 1974. 16mm, sound, color, 35 min.)

Undated Material
"Boys, Girls, and Books in the Modern School Library." 1 Filmstrip.
"Next Steps in School Library Development." 1 Tape.
"School Library Standards." 1 Tape.
"The Teacher and the Library." 1 Tape.

Box 4:
National Conference and Exhibition Audio Tape Recordings, Portland, Oregon, April 2-5, 1997

LS9701 Block Scheduling & The Media Program: Changes & Challenges
LS9702 Inquiring Minds Want to Know
LS9703 Legislative Workshop
LS9704 Library Programs That Create Critical Readers
LS9705 Meeting the Challenge: Providing Access to Information
LS9706 (ISS) Net Success: Evaluation of World Wide Web Electronic Resources
LS9707 Order out of Chaos: Designing Professional Development Opportunities to Help
LS9708 A Reference Collection in 3 Boxes
[missing LS9709]
LS9710 Ways to Keep Them Reading: Using Technology to Keep the Spark After AASL’s Count on Reading is Over!
LS9711a-b Assessing Learning Across Subject Areas
LS9712a-b Censorship in the 90s: From Library Books to Web Sites
LS9713a-b Copyright: Past, Present, Future
LS9714a-b Every Student, Every Time: Collaborating for Literacy
LS9715a-b Library Power Tools for Success: If You Build It, They Will Come
LS9716a-b Partnering With Teachers in Action Research: Collaborating on Integrated Student Projects
LS9718a-b Quality Student Projects: The Teacher-Librarian’s Role
[missing LS9719]
LS9720a-b Redefining the Library Media Program Through Curriculum Development: A Collaborative Process
LS9721a-b Write Right: Start With Story Telling
LS9722a-b Adventures Through Research
LS9723a-b An Adventure in Automation: From 41 Sites to a Single Unified System in Just 9 Months
LS9724a-b Collaboration With Power
LS9725a-b Dewey Distilled: The Abridged Dewey & Its Relation to Sears
LS9726a-b Dimensions of Learning: A Model For Linking Subject Standards & Library/Info Standards
LS9727a-b Exploring the Holocaust Through Children’s Literature
LS9728a-b Hands-On Library ‘Science:’ Meeting The Nat’l Science Education Standards With K-8 Science Tradebooks
LS9729a-b Houston Pioneers The First Alternative School Librarian’s Certification Program... Will Others Follow?
LS9730a-b Inquiry Graduation Standards & Performance Assessment
LS9731a-b Notable Books: Connecting With Children
LS9732a-b Using Action Research to Improve Teaching & Learning
[missing LS9733]
LS9734 iConnect: Strategies for the Future
[missing LS9735]
LS9736 Essential Elements of the 1996 National School Library Media Program of the Year
LS9737 Internet Driving School: Parent Education at School
LS9738 Librarians, Children and the Internet: Creating a Place for Learning
LS9739 Making Sense of Their Roles: Reflections of Novice Library Media Specialists
LS9740 Multicultural Literature From Here & Abroad: Universal & Unique
LS9741 Reforming Certification in Kentucky: Process & Product
LS9742 Serving Disabled Students: Accessible Web Design & Adaptive Technology for School Librarians
LS9743 Assessing The Information-Seeking Process Authentically
LS9744 Books-in-the-Middle
LS9745 Building Bridges Through Collaboration: One City’s Success Story
LS9746 Libraries, Technology, and Vistas of Tomorrow
LS9747 Math Utility Programs: Expand Research Capabilities Throughout the Curriculum
LS9748 No Place Like Home Page: Putting Your School on the Web
LS9749 Reading Revolution: Success for Every Student
LS9750 Synchronizing Curriculum, Budgets, and Libraries
LS9751 Achieving School Readiness: Partnerships in Preschool Learning Adventures
LS9752 The Librarian Vs. The Pedophile: Access & Censorship on the Web
LS9753 Making Magic With Middle School Programs
LS9754 Motivate to Read! Competing Through Battles, Bees & Bowls
LS9756 Once a Librarian, Always a Librarian: Professional Growth After Retirement
LS9757 What do Principals Really Learn About School Library Media Centers in Univ.
Principal-Training Programs
LS9758 Creating a Picture Book: The Engine Behind Big Bro - Jez Alborough
LS9759 Writing With Pictures - Doug Cushman
LS9760 Voice of Griot: The Role of the African American Storyteller - Christopher Curtis
LS9761 Simplicity is the Key: An Author/Illustrator Unlocks the Door to Communications with Children - M. Janovitz
LS9762 The Author Connection: Designing a Written in Residence Program for Your School - K. Franklin
LS9764 Island Blood: Writing Out of My Skin - Graham Salisbury
LS9765 Bill Lazroe and the King of the Sea: Where a Story Comes From - Eric Kimmel
LS9766 Opening General Session - Address: Delaine Eastin
LS9767 General Session II - Count on Reading Celebration - Speaker: Christopher Cerf
LS9768 Kids Love Mysteries - Patricia Rushford
LS9769 Sunsets, Toilets, and Other Sacred Moments - Randy Powell
LS9770 The Metamorphosis - Nicole Rubel

9th National Conference and Exhibition Audio Tape Recordings, Birmingham, Alabama, November 10-14, 1999
LS99001a-b Reading Incentive Programs: Design Decisions
LS99002a-b Finding a Needle in the Haystack: Effective Strategies for Untangling the Web
LS99003a-b Turn Over a New Leaf: Library Leadership with Multi-Faceted Teaching for Brain Compatible Learning Pre-School - 8
LS99004a-b Exploring the Nation’s Library Online: Learning with the Library of Congress
LS99005a-b Making Information Literacy Standards Happen in Your School Through Authentic Learning Tasks and Assessment
LS99006a-b EdNA: Education Network Australia - A “One Stop Education Web Site”
LS99007a-b Effective Use of Internet Search Engines
LS99008a-b One Step Back Two Steps Forward: The Media Specialist’s Role in Effective Staff Development
LS99009a-b Creating Authentic Listening
LS99010a-b The Learning Environment Puzzle: Coordination Cooperation and Creativity
LS99011 Facility Design: A Process Approach - Making Your Dreams Come True and Avoiding Your Worst Nightmare
LS99012 Integrating the Library Media Center with Classroom Curriculum Technology and Fine Arts
LS99013 When Worlds Collide: Expect a Power Surge
LS99014 Staying in Front of the Wave: Key Resources for Keeping Up with the Web
LS99015 Applying the Standards: Teaching Students How to Evaluate Information
LS99016 Trickster Tales and Pourquoi Tales: A Collaborative Literature Exploration
LS99017 Staff Development: Connecting Educational Technologies to the Curriculum
[missing LS99019]
LS99020 Getting the Competitive Edge in Grantwriting
LS99021 The Power of Multimedia
LS99022 Collaboration in the Electronic Age
LS99023 Publicize and They Will Come... Create a School Library Public Relations Plan: Inform the Public and REAP the Benefits
LS99024 Unleash the Power of Partnerships: Public and School Libraries Working Together
LS99025 KidPix to PhotoShop: Imaging Ideas for the Information Age
LS99026 School Districts and Universities Collaborate to Address Shortages of Library Media Specialists
LS99027 Implementing Flexible Scheduling in Elementary School Libraries
LS99028 Revealing Thinking: Teachers Working Together on Information Literacy
LS99029 Tools for Tomorrow: Curriculum Based Multimedia Portfolios
LS99030 Teaching with Storytelling
LS99031 Em’powered’ Learners - Library Power
LS99032 Migrate from Your Current Library Automation System to a New One and Live to Tell About It!
LS99033 PoetryLinks: Connecting Poetry Students & Staff
LS99034 Children Storytelling & the Internet
LS99035 Teaching Elementary Age Children Research Skills Using Popular Nonfiction Authors as Models
[missing LS99036]
LS99037 Resource-Sharing via the Net: Rhode Island School Media Centers Go Online with RILINK...on Interactive ILL Network
LS99038 Publishing Tips for School Library Media Specialists
LS99039 Managing MARC: Conquering MARC Records with Time Talent and Technology

Box 4:
9th National Conference and Exhibition Audio Tape Recordings, Birmingham, Alabama, November 10-14, 1999 [continued]
LS99040 Teaching Techniques - A Review with the Standards in Mind
[missing LS99041]
LS99042 Unleashing the Theory: Connecting Learning Theory to Building Information
Seeking Skills
LS99043 Becoming and Author for AASL
LS99044 The Power of Engaged Learning as a Method of Inquiry
LS99045 Worth a Thousand Words: Picture Books for Older Readers
LS99046 Teaching Students to Decipher and Design Visual Displays of Information
LS99047 Defining Distinguished: Caldecott Criteria Process & Books
LS99048 Information & Technology Integration: The 5 Not-So-Easy Pieces
LS99049 Lead Your Library Media Center into The 21st Century
LS99050 Literature Opens the Door: Building Literature-Based Curriculum Units
LS99051 E=MC2: Education Equals Media Centers Too!
LS99052 Creating an Internet Cadre
LS99053 Full House: Block Scheduling & the Changing Role of the School Library Media Center
LS99054 Teaching to the Standards: Integrating Technology in Innovative Instructional Units to Support State/District Curricular Frameworks
LS99055 Move the Picture Books to the Top Shelf: Using Picture Books as Resources in the Upper Elementary and Middle Grades
LS99056 The Historical Novel and Library Research
LS99057 A Prayer for Owen Meany by John Irving
LS99058 Information Power Implementation Plan – Advocacy in New Jersey
LS99059 Assessing the Library Media Program to Improve Teaching and Learning
LS99060 Web-Based Instruction for School Library Media Specialists: Unleash the Instrumental Power of the Internet
LS99061 Informational Literacy Lessons for the PreK-Primary Crowd
LS99062 Dewey Need to be Organized?
LS99063 Rip-Roaring Reads for the Reluctant Teen Readers
LS99064 We’ve got CLASS: The Committee for Library Advocacy & Student Success & the Implem of School Library Prog: Standards & Guidelines for TX
LS99065 The Anatomy of an Award Winning High School Library Media Program
LS99066 Teaching and Learning in a Collaborative Electronic Environment
[missing LS99067]
LS99068 Creativing Talespinners - Student Storytellers in the Media Center
[missing LS99069]
LS99070 Teaching About Censorship Using Children’s & Young Adult Literature
LS99071 Unleash Your Professional Edge
LS99072 Action Audience and Authenticity: How Storytelling Within a Novel or Picture Book Provides All Three
LS99073 Images of Poverty in Contemporary Realistic Fiction for Young Adults
LS99074 Storybook Stew: Cooking with Books Kids Love
LS99075 Mother Goose for All Ages
LS99076 One Library’s Contribution to the School to Work Equation: Information Literacy + Peer Mentoring = Successful Workers for the 21st Century
LS99077 A Book’s Path: From Proposal to Publication and Beyond
LS99078 The Internet: A Credible Resource?
LS99079 Picturing the Past: A School/Museum/Local Cable Access Collaboration
LS99080 Educating School Principals About Library Media Centers: What Universities and
Library Media Specialist Can Do
LS99081 Chicago: City of Big Readers
LS99082 Exploring Diversity: Learning About Religions and Cultures
LS99083 Staff Development Principles for Effective Implementation in Schools
LS99084 Lessons Learned in Effective Staff Development for Media Specialists
[missing LS99085]
LS99086 Learning Centers in The School Library
LS99087 Analysis of Computer Based Learning Activities: Putting Information Power 2 Theory into Practice
LS99088 Museum Makers & Bridge Builders: Learners as Architects of the Internet
LS99089 Leveraging Support for New School Library Books
LS99090 The Historical Novel & Library Research
LS99091 Pre-Service Teachers’ Beliefs About the Role of Library Media Specialists
LS99092 Hands-On Storytelling
LS99093 Global Perspectives on School Libraries
LS99094 Power-Up Your Information Literacy Planning
LS99095 Talking Intellectual Freedom: Communication Techniques for Tough Issues
LS99096 Improving Student Learning & Promoting Programs Through Authentic Assessment
LS99097 Creating ‘Powerful’ Libraries in the Chicago Public Schools
LS99098 Different Type of Challenge: The Dilemma of Copyright. Are You a ‘Contributor Infringer?’
LS99099 Unleash Your Student’s Creativity: Two Authors Discuss Writing with Children
LS99100 Hucksters Pranksters & Amateurs: Pitfalls of Research on the Internet
LS99101 How to Create the Media Center You Always Wanted or Implementing Change through Facilities Design
[missing LS99102]
LS99103 KidsConnect After Three Years - Lessons Learned Current Service Future Plans
LS99104 Packaged for Success
LS99105 The National Board for Professional Teaching Standards Towards Nat’l Board Certification for Library/Media Specialist
LS99106 University/School Library Collaborations to Integrate Information Technology into Resource-Based Learning Activities
LS99107 Putting the Pieces Together-Information Technology Curriculum
LS99108 Dealing with Diversity through Picturebooks
LS99109 Bits Bytes and Bias
LS99110 Relevant Assignments Real Learning: Collaborative Units in High School
LS99111 Unleash the Power of Art Through the Media Center
LS99112 Satellite Dish Savvy-Solving the Big Dish/Little Dish Dilemma
LS99113 UDLib/Search: Statewide Database Access through University/School Partnership in Delaware
LS99114 Learning & Playing in an Elementary Summer Library Program
LS99115 The Great Media Makeover: Publicizing Your School Library Media Image
LS99116 FamiliesConnect: Library Media Specialists Reaching Out to Families
LS99117 Bagels and Books
LS99118 Judy Pitts Research Forum
LS99119 Information Power: Building Partnerships for Learning
[missing LS99120]
LS99121 Treasure Hunt or Torture: Students’ Perspectives on Research Projects
LS99122 Elementary Career Awareness Through Children’s Literature
LS99123 Scribner’s Survival Skills for Library Media Specialist
LS99124 Turn on the Power! Teach Electronic Search Skills to High School Students
LS99125 Unleash the Power of Statewide Collaboration: Oregon School Library Information System
LS99126 Attic Archaeology: A Student-Created Museum
LS99127 Writing Is A Mess! Notes on the Writing of a Fun Illustrated Nonfiction Book
LS99128 Successful Conference Planning for the 21st Century
[missing LS99129]
LS99130 The Digital Millennium Copyright Act: New Challenges New Balances
LS99131 Distance Learning and Teaching: Technology Makes a Difference
LS99132 The Principal’s Role in Supporting Information Literacy in Schools: An International Comparison
LS99133 The Research Processes of Gifted Students: A Case Study

10th National Conference and Exhibition Audio Tape Recordings, Indianapolis, Indiana, November 14-18, 2001
LS0101a-d Power Up with Print: Connecting Teens and Reading in a Digital Age - Linda Waddle
LS0102a-d Building Community Through Technology - P. Berger, B. Stripling
LS0103a-b See What’s New @ Your Library - Deborah Davis
LS0104a-b Standard Time: Integrating 10 Concepts with National & State Standards to Create a Dynamic Library Media Program
LS0105a-b Forging New Links: Connecting Users to Digital Resources with MARC and AACR2 - K. Letarte, M. Turvey
LS0106a-b Teaching Students Right From Wrong in the Digital Age: A Technology Ethics Primer - D. Johnson
[missing LS0107]
LS0108 Saturday General Session Speaker: Diane Demee-Benoit
[missing LS0109]
LS0110 All Students Really Can Do Research Without Copying! - Cindy Nattage
LS0111 ‘Are You Paid as Much as the Real Teachers?’ Using Planning Reporting to Build (Library/Media) Program - D. Johnson
LS0112 Creating a Community of Collaborators: Power Libraries in Colorado - B. Bankhead
LS0113 Local History Live: Librarians Classroom Teachers & K-8 Students Investigate Their Communities - E. Goldfarb
LS0114 New Standards for Library Effectiveness: Drafting a Blue-Print for Information Power in Independent Schools - L. Barnett
LS0116 Problem Based Learning: Developing Information Literacy Through Solving Real World Problems - E. Schroeder
LS0117 Raising Voices - Student Storytellers in the Media Center - Judy Sima
LS0118 Real Partnerships in a Virtual World - Ann Pipkin
LS0119 Recruiting and Training Library Media Specialists: A Professional Development School Model - G. Bailey
LS0120 S*M*A*R*T* Project for Student Learning - Alice Yucht
LS0121 Webfolios: Communicating Students Success Through the World Wide Web - Floyd Pentlin
LS0122 What Works: Collaborative Planning = More Successful Research Experiences - Harlene Rosenberg
LS0123 ‘Wronging’ Your Library Media Center: The Principles and Best Practices of Harry and Rosemary Wong - C. Nalwasky
LS0124 Community of Ideas: 101+ Practical Ways to Improve Your Library Program - E. Hainer
[missing LS0125-LS0126]
LS0127 Integrating Information Literacy and Technology into a Standards Based Lesson - J. Barnett
LS0128 Introduction to School Library Power: A Hands-On Companion to Information Power - Wm. Saffold
LS0129 Let’s Invest in New Library Media Specialists - Juanita Buddy
LS0130 Making Connections - School Library and Community - Diane Keller
LS0131 Oregonians ‘Come Together’ to Provide this Oregon School Library Information System (OSLIS) - S. Steinke
[missing LS0132]
LS0133 Sexuality in Young adult Literature - Ruth Ann Nadeau
LS0134 Sharing Stories: Building Community Through Reading and Writing - L. Kvasnosky
LS0135 Teaching Internet Ethics to Teens - Frances Jacobson
[missing LS0136]
LS0137 An Information Literacy Toolkit - James Carey
LS0138 Can Two Work Together Except They Be Agreed - Beth Reardon

Box 5:
10th National Conference and Exhibition Audio Tape Recordings, Indianapolis, Indiana, November 14-18, 2001 - continued
LS0139 Cataloging Update 101 - Elizabeth Haynes
LS0140 Collaborating for Students Success: Library Lessons Database K-5 - Kathy Lehman
LS0141 From Pie in the Sky to Frontline Success: Library Media/Educational Tech Collaboration - J Stern
LS0142 Have You Asked a Good Question Lately?: Scaffolding Curriculum Devel & Student Learning Within an Info Literacy Arena - J Lechner
LS0143 Hook Kids on History-Using Historical Fiction Across the Curriculum to ‘People’ the Past! - F Kichler
LS0144 Marketing 101 for your Library Program - Steven Baule
LS0146 Plugging In: Empowering a Community of Professional Learners - Kathy Brock
LS0147 Preparing a Portfolio: Demonstrating Growth While Striving to Reach Personal Professional or a Media Center’s Goals - T Facciolli
LS0148 SOS for LMS: Practical Tips and Techniques to ‘Stamp Out Stress’ - Ruth Toor
LS0149 Sex Drugs Rock and Roll and Filtering Software: Issues for School Library Media Centers: C Gardner
LS0150 Spotlight on Change: Beyond Implementation - Ann Weeks
LS0151 Take a Hike with Henry - Linda Joseph
LS0152 The LMC Goes into the Classroom and on to Spain - M Showers
LS0153 Enhancing Reading with Readers Theatre - S Barchers
LS0154 From Fixed to Flexible - Making the Journey - J Needham
LS0155 Knowledge Quest - A Voice for the Library Media Professional - D LeLoup
LS0157 [missing]
LS0158 O Bibliographies! Give Me Freedom! - C Robinson
LS0159 Schools and Public Libraries: Stronger Together - M Tice
LS0160 Spotlight on Learning with Technology: where is the Focus? - Connie Champlin
LS0161 Teaching Tolerance Through Young Adult Literature - M Reynolds
LS0162 Web Design: How to Make Your Library Look Good Online - W Minkel
LS0163 Don’t Pan the Video - John Julian
LS0164 [missing]
LS0165 Evaluation of the School Library Media Center: The Principal’s Perspective - Nancy Everhart
LS0166 From Web Surfing to Web Seeking: An Enquiry-Based Approach - Carol Kuhlthau
LS0167 Infusing Information Literacy and Technology into Your Library Media Program - C Jones
LS0168 LEEPing Into the 21st Century: Online Distance Education for School Librarians - C Jenkins
LS0169 Reading is a Verb! Create a Community of Readers in Your High School - C Mitchell
LS0170 Self-Assessment: Electronic Portfolios for Reflective Professional Development - Marilyn Heath
LS0171 Story Teaching: Empowering Children to Tell Stories through the Use of Paper-Cutting Mystery Fold Sign Language & Story Puzzles - V Marsh
LS0172 Summer Reading: Not for Students Only - Linda Swarlis
LS0173 Suppose Our Dreams Came True! - Joy McGregor
LS0174 Empty Pockets and Full Plates - School Library Budgeting in the Age of Accountability - G Dickinson
LS0175 Information Literacy and Distance Learning: A Virtual Connection - M Hindes
LS0176 Information Power in the REAL World - Terri Kirk
LS0178 Learning Quests for the Community: A Collaborative Model for Internet Learners - S Ames
LS0179 Links Learning and Liberation: Successful Independent Learners - N Kemps
LS0180 Multimedia Pizzazz! Elizabeth Bennett
LS0184 Tag Team: Collaborate to Teach Assess and Grow - J Schornberg
LS0185 Teachers are from Mars; Media Specialists are from Venus! - J Graves [missing LS0186]
LS0187 Using the Library Website to Engage Learners - C Balsano
LS0188 Going Beyond PR - Library Advocacy Begins With You! - A Church
LS0189 Helping Students Bridge Differences through the Use of Literature - J Atkinson
LS0190 Judy Pitts Research Forum - June Berry
LS0191 Let’s Go the Distance! - Kymberly Kramer
LS0192 Locating Copyright - Cleared Multimedia for Distance Learning Courses and Web Pages - C Simpson
LS0193 Motivation for Learning and Information Literacy Instruction: The May-September Connection - L Hinchliffe
LS0194 PBS: Providing Online and Multimedia Materials for Curriculum Enrichment - C Lowe
LS0195 Performance Assessment for SLM Education Programs - Dr. Marilyn Shontz [missing LS0196]
LS0197 We Could We Thought We Could: Developing a Little Engine to Measure Accountability on the TX School Library Standards - D Durbin

MP3 recordings on CD-ROM Discs [5 Discs]

11th National Conference and Exhibition Audio Tape Recordings, Kansas City, Missouri, October 22-26, 2003
LS03002a-d Getting Graphic @ Your Library
LS03003 Building Critical Thinking Skills Through Internet Research
LS03004a-b Challenging Technology: Integrating Lesson Design with Technology
LS03005a-b Collaboration: Because Student Achievement is the Bottom Line - Ken Haycock
LS03006a-b A Planning Model for a Combined School Library Media and Technology Program
LS03007a-b Even Elementary Students Can Do Research Without Plagiarizing
LS03008a-b How to Become Your School’s Primary Source Expert
LS03009a-b Quality Cataloging Matters: Lightspeed Cataloging Clinic
LS03010a-b What Gets Measured Gets Done: Step-by-Step Program Assessment
LS03011 Distinction Matters: National Board Certification for the Library Media Specialist - Ann Schuster
LS03012 Connecting Children and Books Through an International Digital Library - Ann Weeks
LS03013 Michigan Authors and Illustrators Database - Judy Evers
LS03014 Flexible Scheduling: Why and How - Sharon Early
LS03015 Collaborating to Meet Standards: Teacher/Librarian Partnerships K-12 - Toni Buzzeo
LS03016 Literary Discussion Groups Online - Marjorie Pappas
LS03017 Walking the Collaborative Talk: Creating Inquiry Groups - Gail Bush
LS03018 Best Books Matter - Sue Kimmel
LS03019 Booktalking Young Adult Literature - Ruth Cox
LS03020 Strategies that Sizzle - Sandi Zwaan
LS03021 Critical Issues Session - Reading Strategies in a Cyberworld - Teri Kirk
LS03023 National Board Certification for Library Media Specialists - Katherine Bassett
LS03024 Inter-disciplinary Approach to the Holocaust: The Children of Willesden Lane - Jane Foley
LS03025 Cheap and Easy: Using Government Resources to Enhance the 4-12 Media Center Collection - Tammy Stewart
LS03026 Information Matters: A Working
LS03027 Windows into Instructional Collaborations - Shirley Weisman
LS03028 What in the World Will I do with those Primary Kids? - Sharon Coatney
LS03029 Fifty Nifty Ways to Use the Visualizer - Barbara Trafton
LS03030 School Library and Educational Technology Services: Merger Takeover or Partnership for Learning? - D Clinton
LS03031 The ‘Big Three’ - Instructional Design Information Literacy and ‘Information Power’ - Thomas AdaMich
LS03032 Raising Voices: Creating Student Storytellers in the Media Center - Judy Sima
LS03033 My Senior is Your First Year Student - Kathy Boguszewski
LS03034 Intellectual Freedom Matters! - Carrie Gardner
LS03035 Library Read-alouds + Language Arts Elements = The Perfect Match - Tina Faccioli
LS03036 Student Achievement: It Just Doesn’t Sut It - Ken Haycock
LS03037 From Technology to Learning: Achievement for All - Sandy Patton
LS03038 Critical Issues Session - Evolving Role of the Library Media Specialist - Doug Johnson
LS03040 Technology-Based Study Skills for Learning - Dusti Howell

Box 6:
11th National Conference and Exhibition Audio Tape Recordings, Kansas City, Missouri, October 22-26, 2003, Vol. 5
LS03041 Muggles in the Media World - Nancy English
LS03042 Getting to the Core: Information Literacy Skills Continuum and Resources - Linda Gray
LS03043 Teen Reading Matters: Transforming your High School Library for Literacy - Kimberly Pakowski
LS03044 Toot Your Own Horn: Promoting Your Media Center Through Technology - Lisa Zaat
LS03045 E-Learning Strategies for Graduate Distance Education Programs for Preparing SLMS’s - Glenda Thurman
LS03046 Teaching American History Using Online Music Resources - Donna Levene
LS03047 Teaching with Computers: Curriculum Integration Strategies that Work - Ellen Jay
LS03048 ASPIRE! A Summer Program in Reading Enrichment - Robin Tanis
LS03049 I’m the Only One in the World: Using Libraries to help Create a Safer School Environment - Lynn Evarts
LS03050 Make History Come Alive - Gail Karowski
LS03051 Ohio Guideline for Effective School Library Media Programs - Carla Southers
LS03052 Teaching the Six Traits of Writing Through Storytime - Annie Weissman

Vol. 6

LS03053 Critical Issues Session - Keeping our Subscription Databases Relevant - Bonnie
Grimble
LS03054 Censorship Matters @ Your Library - Esther Eash
LS03055 Patron Privacy Matters - Carrie Gardner
LS03056 At Issue: Teaching and Motivating Children to Read - Donna Shannon
LS03057 Technology of Books: Why Not Both? - Rebecca Stith
LS03058 Helping Teens Cope - Jami Jones
LS03059 Developing Your School Library website as a Strategic Curriculum Resource -
Phyllis DiBianco
LS03060 12 Items Every School Library Web Page Should Include - Jerry Brown
LS03061 School Culture Matters: Spreading the Gospel of Information Literacy or How we
Converted the Larger Learning Comm - J Valenza
LS03062 Successful Reading Incentive Programs - Marsha Fassold
LS03063 Don’t Stop Reading! Cheap Family Summer Reading Programs at School - Annie
Weissman
LS03065 Kids Can Do! Building Information Literacy Skills with Tech Tools - Elizabeth
Bennett

Vol. 7

LS03066 Growing Your Own Information Powered Library Media Specialists
LS03067 Powerful Partners: Your administrator and You - Charlie Makela
LS03068 Take Note! Scaffolding Notetaking - Debra Kay Logan
LS03069 Library Media Specialists and Kansas Standards and Assessments - Jacqueline
Lakin
LS03070 Partners for Success: School Library Advocacy Programming for Principals -
Debra Kachel
LS03071 Not Just for Listening: Audiobooks for Curriculum Intergration - Lizette Hannagan
LS03072 Teaching Learning and Collaborating in a Virtual Environment - Pam Berger
LS03073 Providing Curriculum Support in the SLMC: Resource Alignment - Karen Lowe
LS03074 Problem-Based Instruction: Making Learning Real - Violet Harada
LS03075 ALA Washington Office Program on Preparing School Library Media Specialists
to Become effective Advocates - E Sheketoff
LS03076 Kids Learn When... Your Lessons Starts with Ten - Ruth Toor
LS03077 Inter-School Virtual Book Club - Jacqueline James

Box 7:
11th National Conference and Exhibition Audio Tape Recordings, Kansas City, Missouri, October
22-26, 2003, Vol. 8

LS03078 Teaming Up with Special Education - Pamela Penn
LS03079 Beyond YA Lit: Selecting Adult Books with Teen Protagonists - Marilyn Heath
LS03080 Celebrating Matters: Creating a Week-Long Celebration of Reading in an
Elementary/Middle School - Anne Ruefl
LS03082 Making Magic with Middle school Programs - Judy Sima
LS03083 Building the Profession for the Future: How to Make Sure Your Grandchildren Have Librarians in Their Schools - E Schroeder
[missing LS03084]
LS03085 Fostering Reading Through Intrinsic Motivation: An Action Research Study - Marilyn Joyce
LS03086 Designing Staff Development Opportunities for Teachers Who Already Know How to Word-Process - Doug Johnson
LS03087 A New Focus: The School Library and E-Education - Diane Amison
LS03088 Copy it Right @ Your Library - Esther Eash
LS03089 Electronic Reference Service: A Tenn’s Eyewview - Lesley Farmer
LS03090 S4 RAP and the Media Center: A Middle School Collaboration - Linda Livingstone
LS03091 Imitation on the Web: Flattery Fair Use or Felony - Debra Kay Logan

Vol. 9
LS03092 It Takes Two... - Jo Ann Wahrman
LS03093 Librarian and Children’s Author: Keys to Publication for Aspiring Writers - Toni Buzzeo
LS03094 Moving the Fence - Charlie Makela
LS03095 We Get By with a Little Help From Our Friends - Rocco Staino
LS03096 Boys Matter: Nonfiction Booktalks with Guy Appeal - Kathleen Baxter
LS03097 Powering Achievement: The Latest Evidence on How School Libraries Matter to Academc Achievement - Keith Lance
LS03098 The Gateway: Tools for Collaborative Planning and Online Resource Evaluataion - Mary Ann Fitzgerald
LS03099 Hate and Deception on the Web: What’s a Library Media Specialist to Do? Francis Harris
LS03100 Intellectual Freedom and the Federal Government - Rebecca Butler
LS03101 Critical Issues Session - Taking Charge of Your Own Destiny - Erlene Bishop
LS03102 Management Tips and Tools - Rosemary Knapp
LS03104 Exploring the Changed Landscape of Multimedia Curriculum Resources with PDS - Carrie Lowe

Vol. 10
LS03105 Non-Fiction Matters: PowerPoint Presentations to Excite Kids about Reading! - Kathleen Baxter
LS03106 American Memory: Teaching Information Literacy Using Primary Source Documents - Phyllis DiBianco
LS03107 Making Multicultural Literature - Kay Bishop
[missing LS03108]
LS03109 Grabbing the Lead in Curriculum & Instruction: the LMS’s Role as the School’s Curriculum Leader - Joseph Amo
LS03110 Judy Pitts Research Forum - June Berry
LS03111 Politips for School Library Media Specialists - Stephen Baule
LS03112 One Giant Step: The Reading Room - Dan Leone
LS03114 Critical Issues Session - Teaching Tolerance Through Your Collection - Katherine Oberhart
LS03115 We’ve Made it Available but is it Accessible? Designing Accessible Web Pages - Cheryl Riley
LS03116 Saturday General Session - Shannon Lanier Anna Rosmus Patrick Douglas Crispin